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February 2021 

BOLIVIA 
 
From: Bible Presbyterian Church in Bolivia, Mass Media Ministry 

To: Media Commission of International Council of Christian Churches 

Dear Brothers in Christ, 

We send warm greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord 

Jesus Christ, who hat blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ." Ephesians 1:3 

We thank God for the opportunity to preach the gospel through the mass media in Bolivia. During this 

pandemic time the Gospel was preached through our social media: Facebook, Youtube, Whatsapp. We praise 

the Lord, as our Bible studies meeting became international. Our church audience has grown five times. In 

our websites we provide biblical materials for Sunday school and church planting: 

WWW.PRESBITERIANA.ORG WWW.PRESBITERIANA.NET WWW.PRESBITERIANA.CL  and 

WWW.PASTORAL.CL 

In other hand our Radio Ministry in Bolivia has 35 years preaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ. We rent one 

hour in the local radio station. We broadcast live our radio program called “Pastoral Reflection” every Saturday 

from 9 - 10 AM (Bolivian Time) It is broadcasted thought 98.8 FM Stereo. The radio waves covers two cities: 

La Paz and El Alto, almost 4 million of people. Also, in our church we have a small recording studio. God 

blessed us with Radio streaming on internet. We are broadcasting 24/7. The name of our online radio is: 

Reformed Bible Broadcasting. The internet address is: WWW.RBBRADIO.COM Email: 

contact@rbbradio.com 

During our live radio broadcast we receive phone calls asking for prayers. We have a call center with two 

phone lines, usually people call to our radio program asking with their prayer request. We motivate to the 

Church of Christ to pray. We called to our faithful listeners, sentinels of prayer. 

Our radio ministry provide resources to our listeners who really want to know about the Gospel. On 2020 we 

offered 36 free Bibles, New Testaments, the Gospel of John, Gospel tracts, wall calendars, CDs and DVDs. 

Every week we have listeners who came to our church office asking for Christian materials.  

Here in South America we live in a city surrounded by many Evangelical Churches who have Arminian position 

about the doctrine of salvation also they teach dispensational theology. Our Bible Presbyterian Church 

preaches the clear message of the Gospel with an orthodox, fundamentalist and Reformed biblical 

interpretation.  

We praise the Lord for the good results and the influence of the radio ministry. We have new families as 

church members. We are here in Bolivia for the word of God and for the testimony of Jesus Christ. Revelation 

1:9. 

We will appreciate your prayers for this ministry in Bolivia.  

In Christ, 

Rev. David E. Quisbert 

Bible Presbyterian Church in Bolivia 
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CHILE 
 
From: CASTILLO FUERTE RADIO REPORT 

To: ICCC Massmedia  Commission 
 
The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me; because the LORD hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto the 
meek; he hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening of 
the prison to them that are bound; Isaiah 61:1. 
 
The idea of establishing a radio as a tool that would allow us to go forward in our role as Christians in bringing 
the gospel of Christ all over the world, emerge in an activity celebrating the 500th anniversary of the Protestant 
reform of the 16th century. In this commemorative activity, the brothers and sisters of the Biblical 
Fundamentalist Presbyterian Church "Castillo fuerte" from Puerto Montt, Chile, put in God’s hands their 
yearning, which began to materialize at the end of 2018, and on January 3, 2019 they created a Cultural 
Group under the local municipality, under the name of Cultural group "Fortaleza", which is the legal livelihood 
and the link with the civil authority for permits transactions. Radio Castillo Fuerte started its web broadcasts 
on May 13, 2019. Later on, on September 01 of the same year, they improved their streaming systems. 
 
In January 2020, Castillo Fuerte Radio station fully broadcast the entire twentieth ICCC congress. 
Subsequently, the Castillo Fuerte Radio generated links with various Hispanic-world radio ministries, mainly 
to develop a Biblical Fundamentalist programming. 
 
Currently, the RCF has mainly two types of programs that are broadcast 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. 
These are: Programs acquired  from other related radio ministries and their own programming, which is 
developed by the Castillo Fuerte radio team. 
 
In regards to music, RCF has only one line, which is: Traditional Christian Music, that is, the musical style of 
traditional hymns, sung or performed in a holy way, approving what is pleasing to the Lord. So we don't play 
music with contemporary or modernist styles, we also don't use sensual style, electronic or drummusic in 
terms of rhythm. This has been a great challenge, which with the Lord's help we have been able to fulfill, but 
always under the supervision of a selector team. 
 
The RCF team consists of its director Rev  Fernando Osses Valeria, the vice principal,  brother Wagner 
Guerra, the music director,  brother Adoni  Osses Valeria. The general editor,  brother Matías Osses Barría. 
In the computer area,  brother  Diego Badilla  Mallega, in the technical area,  Brother  Froilán Carrasco and 
Brother Ismael Luna. In the area of child development,  Sister Maria  Almonacid. In the locution,  Sisters  
Magaly Barría, Vicky Véliz and Claudia Solo de  Zaldivar, sisters  Fernanda Osses and   Mikal  Osses. In 
support of radial control,  Brother  Benjamin Osses  Almonacid. In addition,  it is sporadically enlisted with the 
help of other brothers from different churches of the Biblical Fundamentalist Presbytery. 
 
Currently, our ministry has an app for Android Smartphones, which can be downloaded in the Play Store. This 
app is called Radio Castillo Fuerte. In addition, we have incorporated our radio into many popular online 
station applications, such as AlonCast, Simple Radio, RadioFM, Radios of Chile, Radio Garden, my Tuner 
Free, Raddios, Openradio, Radio Box, TuneYou, Tuner FM, among others. This work allows us to bring the 
gospel of Christ to the whole world. 
 
During the pandemic, we have diversified and massified our work, through the dissemination and transmission 
of most of the activities, not only of the local church, but also of all the activities of the Biblical Fundamentalist 
Presbytery in Chile, and also of the activities of the Fundamentalist Biblical Groups, such as CIEF and AFFAL. 
We have invested and implemented a technical team, which has allowed us to transmit these events through 
a Zoom platform for 500 connections, through Facebook live, fan page and Radio Castillo Fuerte. 
The Castillo Fuerte radio ministry includes the following working groups: a global online radio; a community 
radio frequency FM, which is in the phase of presentation of the project in the sub-ministry of 
Telecommunications of the government of Chile; A Website hosted in  www.castillofuerte.cl a Digital Library 
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which is in its implementation phase and a team that is responsible for transmitting biblical fundamentalist 
events. 
 
As for statistics, we can thank the Lord that in less than a year of operation, the RCF has reached more than 
20,000 unique listeners in 160 countries, with a total of approximately 140,000 listener sessions. 
 
The work in this ministry is very dynamic and requires to be constantly generating and maintaining a current 
programming, for example, through the development of new programs made by our own team and acquired. 
 
The triple objective of the RCF is evangelism, uplift, and defense of faith, so that the name of our God may 
be magnified, because only He deserves all honor and glory. 
 
Wherein I suffer trouble, as an evil doer, even unto bonds; but the word of God is not bound.  
2 Timothy 2:9. 
 
Atte, in Christ 
Puerto Montt, February 2021. 
 
CHILE 
 
From: Radio Ministry Report of the Independent Methodist Church 
 
By the grace of God, the radio ministry belonging to the Evangelical Missionary Association. 
 
Independent Methodist of Calle Villasana (AMEIMICAV) has complied, as of Thursday, February 26, 2021, 
eleven months of operation in the pilot phase, with a view to serving as a platform for radio communication, 
in good shape, in the near future. 
 
In Spirit and In Truth: our first program 
 
On March 26, 2020 - just started a crucial period that would affect the world for months, aired the weekly 
evangelistic program that would kick off our ministry. Initially, This one-hour program was conceived as a 
complement to virtual services by Zoom in our congregations, and was broadcast only through the Reformed 
Bible station Broadcasting (RBB) until mid-June 2020, the month in which the YouTube channel of our 
Mission, AMEIMI Chile. 
 
On the occasion of the IMI 2020 Biblical Conferences, on October 31, the a third broadcasting channel of our 
first radio program: the Methodist Radio Ministry fanpage Independent 
https://www.facebook.com/RadioMetodistaIndependiente. 
 
By September, technical improvements had been applied to the program, which to date has been produced 
with very basic technological tools, not professional, but with a seal of high dedication and search for 
excellence. The main peculiarity of this program is its realization with the participation of members of our 
seven congregations in Santiago and Temuco, there is a “host” congregation every week, having managed 
to involve no less than 65 brothers in the country who collaborated with their voices, until the end of 2020, in 
readings scriptures, exhortations, prayers, praises, greetings, testimonies and / or continuity wedges. 
 
Regarding the scope of the program, it is heard in Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Argentina, having 
also punctual auditors in Venezuela, Spain, Greece and Germany. 
 
Our pilot phase on Facebook 
 
On the occasion of the IMI 2020 Conferences, the Independent Methodist Radio fanpage was opened, adding 
on November 4 the diffusion of the weekly space Prophetic Biblical Studies, in charge of by Pr. David Horta 
Sepúlveda, Superintendent of AMEIMICAV. This program is part of the institutional programming of our 
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Mission and convenes every Wednesday members of churches sisters in Chile and Bolivia, as well as 
Venezuela and Argentina. 
 
On November 9, after contacts established with the ministry's production team International Midnight Call. 
Thus arose the space for Travelers, an audition destined to children in the evening, with stories that lead the 
listener to “a trip to the Independent Methodist Radio Ministry Biblical times, to discover the treasures of the 
Word of God ”. This program was broadcast on his first phase during November and December, and will be 
resumed in the 2021 season. 
 
Only a fortnight later, on November 21, 2020, a fourth usual space was added in our programmatic grid, aimed 
at the dissemination of Biblical Doctrines, in association with the Biblical broadcasting channel "Holy Gospel". 
In this space on Saturday mornings they have been transmitting teachings on the Doctrine of God (Own 
Theology) and, more recently, the Doctrine of the Sacred Scriptures, dictated live via Zoom from Spain, by 
Dr. Evis Luis Carballosa. 
 
A week later, on November 28, the fifth weekly program of our radio ministry, All The Council of God - Saturday 
afternoons - with the broadcast of messages pastoral programs aimed at spiritual strengthening, defending 
our biblical faith, and firmness in doctrine and holiness, in the midst of a secular context openly hostile to the 
Gospel of Salvation. 
 
Additionally, between November 13 and 14 we had the opportunity to broadcast live, from jointly, with the 
international creationist and apologetic ministry Answers in Genesis the Megaconference 2020, which 
contained 9 conferences in total and a special day with children.  
 
2021 Work Plan 
 
At the AMEIMICAV Annual Assembly, held last November, a work project for our radio ministry, with a horizon 
of 2021-2022.  
 
The Mission established in this project could not be other than to fulfill the explicit mandate of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, "Go and preach the gospel", together with the edification of the body of Christ and be faithful in 
upholding our scriptural foundations and practical principles of our only source of faith and practice, the Holy 
Word of God. 
 
The Vision that guides the project is to be found faithful by the Lord in the ministry of expanding His Good 
News to unreached souls, attracting to the body of Christ those who have strayed and they need to be 
reconciled to him, and to have strengthened in doctrine and witness the new generation of believers of our 
Mission, who will follow us in the evangelistic Mission that has been entrusted. 
 
The Objectives are the following: 
 
1. Project an evangelistic and edification outreach, through an audiovisual platform permanent, that 
serves as a communication channel to the group of congregations of our Missionary Association.  
2.  Strengthen the identification of our membership with effective missionary work in summon them to a 
joint and comprehensive service. Independent Methodist Radio Ministry 
3. Serve as a multiplier channel for the work of the departments of Evangelization and Education of our 
Association, in a context of foreseeable growth in the limitations of the public action of the Church. 
Consequently, short, medium and long-term Operational Goals were formulated in the horizon 2021-2022, 
which summarily point to the following: 
 
Consolidate our fanpage, expanding audience and seeking loyalty from a minimum of is; 
 
- Maintain a mixed programmatic grid (of own production and of external ministries, of recognized 
biblical basis); 
- an intensive collection of audios to project long-term continuous programming; 
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-  Strengthen the YouTube channel and an AMEIMICAV webpage; 
- Project a streaming pilot phase on the webpage, by the end of 2021; 
- Develop a proposal for the future migration of main streams from the fanpage to the webpage, leaving 
the first one as a channel for disseminating and maintaining audience, for the from 2021; 
- Manage the development and launch of an app, during the year 2022, as the main radio ministry 
platform. 
 
These goals suppose a display of work of the member team in the Department of Art and Communications 
from AMEIMICAV, on which our radio ministry depends. 
 
We ask the Lord for his special guidance and support, particularly spiritual, for these purposes. Through these 
we seek to honor his Name and carry out the entrusted mision to go and preach the Gospel to every creature 
(Mark 16:15, Matthew 28:19). 
 
Pastor David Horta Sepúlveda 
Independent Methodist Radio Ministry Director 
Miss Angelica Crooker 
IMI radio ministry general coordinator 
 
CHILE 
 

 
 

February 2020, Santiago, Chile 
 
Receive a greeting in the love of our Lord Jesus Christ. I go on to detail the work that our mission carries out 
in digital media. 
 
The Evangelical Alliance church, since 1929, has a magazine called "El Alba", which has been maintained for 
more than 92 years, as the official informational organ of our church. In this magazine, not only the activities 
of our mission are reported, but it serves as a means of biblical instruction to support the spiritual strengthening 
of the church and of course, the defense of the faith. 
 
Last year, the publications department of our misión, developed a digital version of this magazine, a project 
that resulted in its first publication, last October 2020. This magazine is published only in Spanish. We hope 
to continue making digital publications of this magazine, always expanding and directing its content to 
evangelization, growth and defense of the faith.                                                                                
Also, as a local Church in Santiago, we have a fan page, through which we broadcast our Bible studies on 
Thursdays and Sunday worship, we have an average of 500  views. With this activity, we have reached  with 
the message of the Word of the Lord to family and friends in countries such as Argentina, the United States, 
Spain and Belgium. In addition, the Lord has allowed us to collaborate with broadcasts of international 
conferences of ministries that go in direct support and defense of the scriptures. 
 
In the same way, we collaborate in the administration of the CIEF - Chile website. 
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I want to report that we were responsable for the creation, publication and maintenance of fan page of the last 
congress the ICCC, held in Puerto Montt. And also, I invite you to review this site, where you can find all the 
services and conferences presented at the congress. 
 
I want to end this short report by stating  the following: 
 
The digital media of our mission, such as the fan page of our church, are available to share  the links of the 
other ministries that are part of this meeting and of course, any information that the ICCC considers important. 
 
And finally, I think it is important to promote the fan page that was designed for the 20th ICCC congress. On 
this site we can insert publications and conferences from different ICCC member organizations, such as Aladic 
and CIEF in South America and other organizations on different continents. It would also be very good to keep 
it in two languages, Spanish and English. 
 
Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to report and I am ready to support the work being  done 
by the ICCC media commission. 
 
God Bless you 
 
“Finally, brethren, pray for us, that the word of the Lord may have free course, and be glorified, even as it is 
with you:”  2 thessalonians 3:1 
 
Luis Leiva Zurita 
Pastor 
Iglesia Evangélica Aliancista 
Santiago, Chile 
 
CHILE 
 
February 25, 2021, Concepción CHILE 
 
From: IPBF Concepción Chile 
 
Receive first of all our cordial greetings, for all members of this commission, whom I understand all have the 
objective to fulfill the Great Commission that God gave to His church in Mark 16:15: "And he said unto them, 
Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." It is a great privilege to be part of the ICCC 
and thus to support the Fundamentalist cause, the purity of the Gospel. 
 
Historical Review 
 
The Last Call is born of an initiative by Brother Victor H Pacheco J. to revive the program that was transmitted 
by Radio Almirante Latorre, from Talcahuano, from the years 1990 to 1995 (about 24 years ago). It had a 
duration of 30 minutes. 
 
The Last Call currently has the following format: duration of approximately 20-35 minutes, uploaded to the 
social network Facebook, in the page IPFB Concepción and in the page of the administrator Victor Pacheco, 
every Sunday in the evening. Also in the WhatsApp group for the church and for several other WhatsApp 
groups. On Wednesdays in the evening there is uploaded a segment dedicated to messages, bible studies, 
reminders of activities such as regional, national, and international congresses. Duration is 15-40 minutes. 
English: It is structured by segments, among these: Praises, Meditations, Bible readings, Biblical Analysis, 
Science and the Bible. As well there are Salvation sermons, spiritual growth, service and defense of the faith. 
 
The aim of this program is:  
Assist in the growth and strengthening of believers, and also to reach the lost with the message of salvation. 
As well, to propagate a defense of the faith. 
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At present the team has seen growth by the arrival of new colaborers, this consists [now] of ten members: 
 
Reach 
 
The program "The Last Call" is transmitted online through these radios: Radio Castillo fuerte [A Mighty 
Fortress], from Puerto Montt, Chile. Radio Sublime Gracia [Amazing Grace], from Chillán, Chile. 
We have listeners in: Vallenar, La Serena, Santiago, Talca, San Carlos, Chillán, Yungay, Campanario, Monte 
Águila, Cabrero, Chiguayante, Concepción, Hualpén, Puerto Montt and cities throughout Chile. 
 
We give thanks to the Lord for permitting us to continue broadcasting, despite the current situation in the world 
for the coronavirus pandemic, Covid-19. Although the churches have closed down and still remain thus, the 
media that we are using has served to broadcast the Word of God to His people, as well to everyone in these 
troubled days, who need a voice of hope in behalf of God. 
 
May all the glory be to our God! 
 
Romans 10:14, 17 "How then shall they call on him in whom they have not believed? and how shall they 
believe in him of whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without a preacher?  ... So then faith 
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God." 
 
Víctor  H. Pacheco  J.                    Juan Farías Acevedo   
Program Director,                    Pastor and Legal Representative 
 
 
CHILE 
 
From: Magazine Report, “ El Faro” [The Beacon] 

 
This magazine is the official organ of the Confederation of Evangelical Fundamentalist Churches of Chile 
(CIEF Chile), which is made up of the Fundamentalist Presbyterian Church, the Evangelical Alliance Church, 
and the Independent Methodist Church. 
 
It has passed through various periods, at some points published regularly and other periods not published; 
for certain years, several times a year; recently, once a year. 
 
The published themes are: tracts related to regional conferences, congresses, such as CIEF and its divisions: 
AFFAL-Chile and CJEF-Chile, during the year, all which are for the defense of the faith. 
 
Director: Pastor Mauricio Catalán, from the Evangelical Alliance. 
Editorial Committee: Pastor Stephen Acevedo (Presbyterian Church of La Cisterna); Pastor José Alvaro Díaz 
Barrera (Evangelical Alliance Church of Santiago); Carmen Leiva (Evangelical Alliance Church of Santiago); 
Nelson Oyarce S. (2nd Evangelical Alliance Church of Valdivia); Susanna Castillo C. 
(3rd Evangelical Alliance Church of Valdivia); Mauricio Catalán Gómez (3rd Evangelical Alliance Church of 
Valdivia). 
 
Design and printing: America Impresores 
 
In recent years, i t has been sent digitally to several countries affiliated with ALADIC, and also magazines are 
sent to congresses i n CIEF-Peru and to churches of Bolivia and other countries as well—in total, around 1 
00 copies. During World Congress XX of the ICCC held i n Puerto Montt, Chile, in January 2020, 54 copies 
of the most recent edition were given to members and 100 magazines from previous years. 
This year, as there have not been worship services or congresses in person, it was decided to produce a 
digital magazine, dedicated to the before-mentioned World Congress XX of the ICCC. It is in preparation. It 
will be distributed by all available electronic means. 
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Pastor Sergio González Gatica 
IPFB 
 
USA 
 

Christian Ministry Report 
Cub Hill BP Church 
Baltimore, MD  USA 

 
Cub Hill BPC has a strong broadcast ministry, both in Maryland and around the world. 
 
I do a 30 minute weekly broadcast, entitled In Defense of Truth (IDOT).  This radio outreach, begun by Dr. 
John Dekker in 1963, and under my direction since 2003 is in our 58th consecutive year of continuous 
broadcasting.  We are heard on WCBM (AM radio) in the Baltimore-Washington area each Sunday morning 
as well as daily, Monday-Saturday, on www.evangelismradio.com in 156 countries around the world.  The 

focus of our broadcast is to examine current events in the light of God's prophetic Word. 
 
We began a one minute Moment of Truth spot on WCBM radio in Baltimore in 2012.  The objective is the 
same as IDOT, in a much shorter time period.  The gospel is at the heart of all of our messages.  I've also 
served as “guest pastor" on several local television broadcasts, again bringing God's perspective to the world's 
events.   
 
The biggest blessing that we have received through our radio outreach is the fact that WCBM is a secular 
radio station.  It's format is conservative, so many listeners visit us on Sunday mornings for church.  The 
results have been predictable.  Many come, some stay, and those who are the called get saved. 
   
Also a part of our radio ministry is our monthly newsletter, The Defender, which is available in hard copy or 
through email.  We invite any and all who would contribute to our newsletter to email your articles to 
cubhill@cubhillchurch.org  We give all glory, praise, and honor to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.   
 
In Christ, 
Rev. David Lewis 
 
USA 
 

Report of Redeeming the Time magazine 
for the meeting of the 

ICCC Media Commission 
 
To: Rev. Fernando Osses        Rev. David Quisbert 
 
We praise the Lord that Redeeming the Time is well into its thirteenth year of publication. It is a faith ministry 
with the purpose of encouraging God’s people and applying God’s Word to the issues of our day. We have 
published a number of messages from ICCC Congresses, together with many photos. This has allowed our 
readers all across the United States, and many parts of the world, to learn more about the vital work of the 
ICCC. 
 
Redeeming the Time also applies the Word of God to many of the issues of our day, such as abortion, 
homosexuality, socialism and communism, and attacks on religious liberty. We attempt to show from the Word 
of God how these and many other things are evil in the sight of God. 
 
The magazine also seeks to spread the Gospel of Christ, disciple believers, promote missions around the 
world, warn of apostasy in the churches, and the evils of compromise among much of modern-day 
evangelicalism. It also promotes Biblical unity, based on the Word of God, such as is found in the ICCC. 
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Your prayers are appreciated for this ministry, and our prayers are with the ICCC Media Commission, and all 
of the Christian media ministries connected with it.         
 
Submitted by Brad Gsell, Editor 
 
SINGAPORE 
 
From: Divine Guidance for the Media Ministry of Sovereign Hope Bible Presbyterian Church 
 
Psa 68:11  The Lord gave the word: great was the company of those that published it. 
 
Introduction 
 
By the sovereign will of God, the aims of Sovereign Hope BP Church are as follows  
 1. The awakening and salvation of souls as the Lord wills   
 2. The exhortation and edification of Christians through the systematic teaching and expository preaching of 
God’s holy Word 
 3. The promotion of theocentric corporate worship, fellowship and prayer. 
 4. The vigilant contention and the defence of the most holy “faith against false teachings of the last days  
 5. The establishment and extension of Christian mission and institutions for the furtherance of God’s 
Kingdom, both local and abroad 
6. The promotion of Christian relief with the pure gospel. 
7. The strengthening of mutual fellowship, encouragement and spiritual unity among reformed churches for 
the Word of God and the enrichment of the saints and churches   
 
We thank God for his covenant faithfulness and mercies in the effectual ministry of SHBPC over these years. 
The Lord has blessed this growing, reformed church over the past  years with a growing congregation of  
worshippers, working together with our associated missions in India, Myanmar, Country X and Batam, 
Indonesia. The church has its weekly prayer meeting and 3 Sunday school /Catechism classes, our monthly 
NBC, a systematic bible study class and our virtual Chinese service on Sunday night with brethren from 4 
countries , besides pastoral visitation and evangelistic outreaches.  
 
SHBPC is committed to the faithful preaching and teaching of the inspired and infallible word of God, the 
propagation of the pure gospel, the vigilant defence of the faith and the building of the flock in the fear and 
knowledge of God. We thank God for a committed and united session who are serving the Lord as responsible 
stewards of the church, supported by the faithful members and regular worshippers in our various ministry 
and outreaches. 
 
The church has a meaningful media ministry in these 5 aspects    
 
1. Church website 
 The church website is managed by our team of webmasters and it provides relevant information on the 
background, ministry, activities and programme of the church. The weekly articles and the Sunday sermons 
are put up on the website and it is listened to by Christians from different churches and countries. There is a 
section on seminars conducted at SHBPC, including themes on depression and suicide, reformation, biblical 
perspective of pain and suffering, a Q and A and pastoral chats among others. There is also a Chinese and 
Spanish section with relevant articles and a mission segment of our gospel work in overseas churches and 
bible colleges in  Yangon, Myanmar, Bangalore, India, Batam, Indonesia and other church photo news.  
 
2. The church weekly  
One of the regular features every Sunday is the SHPBC weekly which has pertinent theological, devotional 
articles on the different aspects of Christian living and testimonies, photo news, summary of sermons, memory 
verses and announcements of the church, among others. It is read by readers from about 10 countries and it 
is also translated into Chinese and sometimes, Spanish. 
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3. The Facebook church page and zoom meetings  
The SHBPC face book page has about 200 members and our Sunday sermons are placed on it for the edifying 
listening by its members. A brother often shares the spiritual lessons for the Chinese evening service as well. 
Our Chinese evening virtual services is an effective tool to connect and communicate with our brethren from 
different Chinese speaking countries to exhort them with the word of the Lord     
 
4. Pamphlets, articles and tracts   
The church produces about 50 pamphlets and articles covering different themes on the bible, theology, church 
history and Christian living. We have about 10 different tracts in both English and Chinese, with Tamil, Bahasa 
Indonesian, Thai and Myanmese tracts for outreach purposes as well. They are freely available for anyone to 
take and distribute as the Lord leads, for edifying and evangelistic purposes. 
 
5. Publication of books and a calendar 
The church published a book entitled The Christian Perspective of the Coronavirus Pandemic and biblically 
related themes in Sep 2020. It  was recently translated into Spanish led by Rev Hal Ricker of Guatemala and 
will be ready by March 2021, God willing. This book has been distributed to churches or individuals in about 
9 countries and we have orders from Christians from 4 other countries too. There are plans for it to be 
translated into Khmer for the Cambodian churches and bible colleges. Our associated mission station, 
Covenant BPCI  in Bangalore publishes a biannual Reformation Now magazine with up to date articles on the 
reformed faith. 
The church also produced a 2021 calendar for the edifying of the saints with relevant biblical verses, church 
events and important dates and photos    
  
We acknowledge that  without Christ, we can do nothing (Jn 15:5,6).  We thank God for his covenant 
faithfulness and grace in leading and guiding SHBPC in our church media ministry to the edifying of the saints 
locally and  worldwide. It is our prayer that it will continue to be a blessing to the enrichment of the saints as 
the Lord leads to His glory. 
 
Rev Dr Jack Sin 
Sovereign Hope BPC 
Singapore  

 
---------------- 
 
NOTE: Our Media Commission Email: massmedia.iccc@gmail.com  

We will have a Blog for our Media Commission in the website: https://iccc-churches.org/ 
 
 
 


